VOLUME NUMBER 11

August 31, 2016

“I�T��Dit��”
Summer Weather
Similar to July, the weather in Niagara for August has been hot and humid. Twenty out of thirtyone days were over thirty degrees, with the humidex between 35 and 42. For many people who
enjoy lawn bowling, golf, gardening and other outdoor activities like walking and breathing, the
weather has been just a bit too hot to do much of anything. On the plus side, for those who might
have been thinking of moving to or visiting Mumbai or Bangkok, you now have a good comparator.
Here’s hoping we have some cooler weather for the last month and a half of lawn bowling, before
we’re bowling indoors!

Friday Pairs League
The Friday Pairs League, Series 2 (FLOPS) began on Friday, the 12th of August. As there are only 8
teams participating, the format is a straight round robin with no play off required at the end and
finishing on 23rd of September. The length of Series 2 may require some re-scheduling and
hopefully it will not be too hot in September if it’s decided to play during the day.
FRIDAY LEAGUE – SERIES 2 PLAYERS
1. Elly Warren/Wayne Jones

2. Cathy/Rory MacCon 3. David Cooper/Berkley Lambert

4. Joan/David Klooz 5. Nancy/Doug Findlay 6. Janice/Roy Richardson
7. Kathy Heit/Dennis Kam 8. Heather/Ray Pettit

SPARES:
Pat Rees Diane Harry Jenny Ley Denise Lundy
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Friday Pairs League - Cont’d.

4-3-2-1 for August
The August 4-3-2-1 winners are: Dan Jansen, Elly Warren, Berkeley Lambert, Paul Rogers and
Heather Pettit. For those bowlers who haven’t tried 4-3-2-1 or haven’t been out in a while, give
it a try. It’s an excellent way to improve your game and compete against yourself. And fun.

Tournament News
Canadian Transplant Games
Congratulations to Sandi Johnston, one of our new lawn bowling members, and Kimberly
Stahlbaum for winning Bronze in Lawn Bowling Doubles on August 11th at the 2016 Canadian
Transplant Games that were held in Toronto, ON.
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Tournament News - Cont’d.
Greaves Memorial Trophy
Winners of Greaves Memorial Trophy on Thursday Aug. 18th at NOTL.
From Glenridge club:
Val McWilliams
Pat Kostecki
Vicky Deliman

Montyro Financial Tournament
The Montyro Financial Tournament was held Sunday, August 28th at the NOTL Lawn Bowling
Club. In keeping with the summer temperatures, the tournament presented more challenges
than usual, with the temperature in the 30s and the humidex hovering around 40 most of the
day. Congratulations to all the winners listed below.

First Place - Doug and Nancy Findlay with
Rick Montyro, sponsor of the tournament
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Tournaments - Cont’d.

Second Place - Rick Montyro with Charlie Lyle
and Christine Dick (Christine is from Scotland ...
visiting Canada to celebrate a 60th wedding
anniversary; her trip includes bowling in a
tournament at our club with her cousin Charlie)

Third Place - Rick Montyro with Joan Way
and Ruby Du Feu

Last Game High - Rick Montyro with Val
McWilliams (bowling with John McKechnie)
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August Barbeque
The Barbeque on Saturday, August 27th was enjoyed by all who were there. The Tournament
sponsor, Rick Montyro, was there as our guest and bowled during in the second game of the jitney.
Thanks to Jenny Ley, Pat Rees, Marguerite Luczay, Brenda Cooper, Derek Shervill and Elly Warren
for the burgers, salads, dips, serving and cooking. Thank you as well to all those who helped with
the cleanup.
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Finally
“I hate to have to tell you this”, said the Doctor in a sad compassionate voice, “but you have
unfortunately been diagnosed with a highly contagious disease; we will have to quarantine you
and you’ll only be fed cheese and bologna.”
“That’s terrible!” Said the distraught young man, quickly sitting down before he could faint. “I
don’t know if I could handle being in quarantine…and the cheese and bologna diet…
What’s with the cheese and bologna diet anyway? I’ve never of such a diet before?!”
“It’s not exactly a diet”, responded the Doctor matter of factly, “it’s just the only food that
will fit under the door!”

************************************
A little boy was in a cemetery with his mother “Mommy” the boy asked , “do they ever bury
two people in the same grave?”
“Of course not, dear.” replied the mother, “Why would you think that?”
“The tombstone back there said, Here lies a lawyer and an honest man.”

************************************

The midget fortune-teller who escaped from prison was a small medium at large.

************************************

Two Eskimos sitting in a kayak were chilly, so they lit a fire in the craft. Unsurprisingly it
sank, proving once again that you can't have your kayak and heat it too.
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Finally - Cont,d.

Morals - Please read carefully and DO NOT skip ahead
Are you as moral as you think you are? This test only has one question, but it's a very
important one. By giving an honest answer, you will discover where you stand morally.
The test features an unlikely, completely fictional situation in which you will have to
make a decision. Only you will know the results, so remember that your answer needs
to be honest.

THE SITUATION:
You are in Florida, Miami to be specific. There is chaos all around you caused by a
hurricane with severe flooding. This is a flood of biblical proportions. You are a
photojournalist working for a major newspaper, and you're caught in the middle of
this epic disaster. The situation is nearly hopeless. You're trying to shoot careermaking photos. There are houses and people swirling around you, some disappearing
under the water.

THE TEST:
Suddenly you see a man in the water. He is fighting for his life, trying not to be taken
down with the debris. You move closer. Somehow the man looks familiar. You
suddenly realize who it is. It's Donald Trump! At the same time you notice that the
raging waters are about to take him under forever.

YOU HAVE TWO OPTIONS:
You can save the life of Donald Trump or you can shoot a dramatic Pulitzer Prize
winning photo, documenting the death of one of the world's most powerful Republican
men hell bent on the destruction of America.

THE QUESTION:
Here's the question, and please give an honest answer. "Would you select high
contrast colour film, or would you go with the classic simplicity of black and white?"
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